
Saint Sophia School Summer Adventure Camp 2021 Weeks’ Descriptions

Week 1 -- Green Thumb
Garden prep such as weeding, cultivating the soil etc. Planting our vegetables will follow along with
learning the life cycles of plants and flowers. Art activities will be introduced all week with plants and
flowers being the themes. Also we will be looking for different creatures that live in the garden such as
insects, etc.

Week 2 -- Animal Planet
Each day will involve learning and exploring different animals from around the world. Their habitats,
behaviors and needs will be introduced. Art projects and hands-on activities will be offered all week.

Week 3 -- Around the World in a Week
Each day we will go to a different continent. We will learn about its climate, culture, location and other
general information. Traditional dress and foods, etc.

Week 4 -- Deep Blue Sea
This week we will explore the oceans, coral reef life, sharks, whales, sea turtles and dolphins will all be
part of our ocean exploration. As usual fun art projects will be introduced.

Week 5 -- Spectacular Sports and Olympics
This week we will be participating in different sports games and talking about the Olympics. We will play
some of the same games as the athletes in the Olympics. Health, nutrition and exercise will also be part
of our week. We will learn about the Olympics and its history.

Week 6 -- Water Week
This will be a fun week of outside water activities. Sprinklers, blow-up pools and fun water activities will
be available all week. We will also do indoor art activities that relate to our water week.

Week 7 -- Younger children: Transportation
This week will involve different forms of transportation. In the air, on the land and across the sea. To
enhance learning and creative thinking we will be building and designing different forms of transportation.

Week 7 -- Older children: Drama/Theater
This week the children will learn about how to show their emotions through their actions, facial
expressions and voice. They will learn a song from a musical and also be able to act out some familiar
stories for each other. We will also be learning about some theater terms such as props, scenery, lighting,
performance, director and audience.

Week 8 -- Project Learning Tree
This week will offer a wide variety of environmental education activities. From planting our own tree to
finding and naming local trees. Searching the area for different forms of wildlife will also be part of the
week’s activities.

Week 9 -- Let’s Build
This week we will be using our imagination and building with boxes, corks, popsicle sticks and other
miscellaneous objects. We will be turning into great architects and creating very interesting structures.

Week 10 -- Camp Highlights
This week we will revisit our favorite activities from the past weeks of the Summer Adventure Camp. We
will recreate and add to the best of the best!


